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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Brazilian Cave Objects Suggest Earlier Arrival of Humans in
Americas
July 17, 2023

New research suggests humans lived in South America at the same time as giant sloths, big
animals that disappeared thousands of years ago. �e �ndings support evidence that people
arrived in the Americas thousands of years earlier than once thought.

Scientists looked at small pendants made of bony material from the sloths. �e pendants have
round holes in them and look polished. �e team of researchers said the pendants show signs
that humans made them.

�e scientists published their �ndings in Proceedings of the Royal Society B. �ey reported
that the material in which the pendants were found dates from 25,000 to 27,000 years ago.

“We now have good evidence — together with other sites from South and North America —
that we have to rethink our ideas about the migration of humans to the Americas,” said
Mirian Pacheco. She is a co-writer of the study and an archaeologist at the Federal University
of Sao Carlos in Brazil.

Some earlier theories had suggested the �rst people arrived in the Americas around 15,000
years ago.

�e pendants were found 30 years ago in the Santa Elina rock shelter in central Brazil. �e
new study is the �rst to carefully study them. �e scientists ruled out the possibility that
humans had found and made them thousands of years a�er the animals died. Instead, they
say the pendants were made within days or a few years a�er the animal died.

“We think they were personal objects, possibly for personal adornment,” said �ais Rabito
Pansani, a co-writer and paleontologist at the Federal University of Sao Carlos in Brazil.
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Once among the largest animals in South America, giant ground sloths were three to four
meters long and usually walked on all four legs. �ey weighed more than 450 kilograms.

Other evidence from Mexico suggests humans may have been present in the Americas around
26,000 years ago. Discoveries from Uruguay suggest humans were living there 30,000 years
ago.

�e evidence from more than one place means scientists have begun to rethink their ideas
about human migration. �is includes the idea that the �rst people in the Americas came over
what is known as the Bering Land Bridge around 15,000 years ago.

Briana Pobiner is another co-writer of the study. She is a paleoanthropologist at the
Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of Natural History in Washington.

While some early populations may have died out in the Americas, “it’s very likely that
multiple waves of people came to [the] Americas,” she said.

I’m Andrew Smith.

Christina Larson reported this story for the Associated Press. Andrew Smith adapted it for
VOA Learning English.

_______________________________________________________________________

Words in �is Story

pendant –n. an object worn around the neck meant to be attractive; a piece of jewelry

polished –adj. a surface that is rubbed or treated in a way that makes it shiny and smooth

adornment –n. something that is worn to improve a person’s appearance

paleoanthropologist –n. a person who studies prehistoric people

rule out –v. (phrasal) to remove from consideration
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We want to hear from you.

We have a new comment system. Here is how it works:

Each time you return to comment on the Learning English site, you can use your account and
see your comments and replies to them. Our comment policy is here.

1. Write your comment in the box.

2. Under the box, you can see four images for social media accounts. �ey are for Disqus,
Facebook, Twitter and Google.

3. Click on one image and a box appears. Enter the login for your social media account. Or
you may create one on the Disqus system. It is the blue circle with “D” on it. It is free.
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